Instructions for those arriving for coronavirus drive-in-testing at Tampere Exhibition and Sports Centre

Address: Ilmailunkatu 20, Tampere

Testing stations are located inside Hall E. Entry to Hall E is from the north side, and exit is through the south side.

Note: make sure to have your mobile phone with you.

Follow these steps:

- Follow Fimlab signs (Koronanäytteenotto), see map below.
- Observe traffic safety while queuing to testing and exiting.
- Take the north entrance to Hall E and stop at the traffic controller.
- The traffic controller will guide you into a queue.
- Drive up to the guide sign, stop the car and shut down the engine.
- All persons being tested must register by phone before the test. When you arrive at a station, call the number provided on the information board.
- Make sure you have your personal identity card at hand (e.g. Kela card or driving license).
- Turn the engine off during sampling.
- Sampling takes place in the car.
- Exit through the south side of the hall.